Customers share
their success stories

“TakeON! gives us a chance to share our
own opinions, suggestions and new ideas

and helps

us to implement them in more
efficient ways and much faster than it
would normally take.”
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“Just finished a courageous conversation
I probably should have started 18 months

“Really love this aspect of the ON2net.

Leaders being able to share info and
experience to help other leaders.”

ago. I am honestly surprised at the positive

response from my team members and I am
now in a much better state of mind myself to
confront some other historical stuff as I try to
bring the team into a rapidly changing future.

I will leave work feeling really good today.”
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“Currently sitting at my desk reflecting on the

I have developed more as a
leader in the last four weeks than my
entire career previously.

fact that I feel
“I’m continually trawling the ON2net for

stories and ideas and this is one we will be

I don’t think I was crap at my job before I just

taking on board.”

think I am operating so much more effectively
now and have a confidence that I can not only
operate this way in the future but that I

have
the potential to be even better.”
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“...in the current climate of significant change,
“Thank you for moving me from my

comfort

zone into stretch. I am loving it...”
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uncertainty, hope and opportunity some of the
key messages and the diagnostic tools from
the Coaching for Success and Leading People
workshop

have already proven to
be invaluable.”
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“My wife gave me feedback the other day that
the change she has seen in me since the

Self-Awareness session has been the
motivated, hearing stories of others succeeding

biggest
and most positive change since she has
known me. Acknowledging and eliminating

and their challenges re-emphasise the content

some of my personal ‘roadblocks’ has meant

“It shows how the ON2net can keep people

learnt...

Love it...”

that I am far more action-orientated and
productive both at work and at home. I am
happier, more relaxed, and this has had a
positive impact on my health.”
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“I’m grateful for all of the positive changes
“Support is everywhere on the ON2net – this
is the safest place to

‘give it a go’ knowing

that there is the support and encouragement
from you all.”

I’ve seen in the people I work with this year.

It’s as though someone has taken a
massive paint brush and drenched
the place in colour. I’m surrounded by

so many happy and engaged individuals,
it’s truly amazing.”
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“I was preparing (last minute) for a meeting
“I don’t mind ‘putting my hand up’ as a

today and needed some ideas and resources to

strong advocate for the ON2net. The range of

use for the discussion. With the ON2net

resources available and the community spirit

I was able to quickly search and
find ideas and materials that were
exactly right to structure a great

that is enveloped within the ON2net has

for
me personally been absolutely amazing!”

conversation with the team!”
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“Yesterday [at our teamtalk] I had some very
mixed feelings about the participants...
I tried to analyse my feelings and have come
up with the following...
“We are encouraging

ideas from ‘all staff’

and are open to change no matter what!”

1 – I feel like a very

proud parent (with tears

in my eyes) as I watched [X and Y] lead us
through the theme Managing Change.
2 – I felt like my children (participants) don’t

need me anymore, sniff sniff.

3 – And I felt proud that they have morphed

into strong, confident, courageous leaders.”
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“The team have identified that they’ve seen
a buzz being generated in the business as a
result of the teamtalks and a

focus on

empowering people.”
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“I really enjoy getting on the ON2net and
seeing how everyone is doing and being able
to give and receive feedback,

share ideas

and suggestions and keep building

momentum with each other. I’m hooked.”
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“I’m really enjoying the ON2net and the

It’s a great place to have
powerful discussions and to keep motivated.
content it holds...

“What a long way our team has come.
There were some

very open conversations

today which would never have happened
12 months ago.”

The people on here make this place a great
place to share experiences and insights and the
encouragement I receive is empowering.
Thanks for creating this space and the great
work you do...”
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“I think everyone feels like we are working
more closely together, we understand what our
targets are, we work together to implement
“The culture is changing, there is more

new ideas and this company has become a

interaction with each other and

better place for it.

people are proactive about change,
questioning things and not accepting
things for what they are.”

It’s staff having a

real opportunity to
influence how the business looks,

to contribute to the way they and customers
experience us. It also ‘feels’ like a better
workplace... it’s a great endorsement
for TakeON!”
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“This is why I am so grateful for the ON2net.

Finally the internet done right. A forum
for the sharing of information with the express
“Silos are breaking down. Better working

purpose of helping people become better

relationships are being built across areas.

leaders, and in doing so, better human beings.

Enthusiasm to make changes has
increased. People’s ideas and opinions are
being encouraged and heard. People feel more
valued by the company.”

I believe this is where the internet’s capacity
to change the world for the better starts by
upgrading the hearts and minds of it’s users.

People truly connecting with each other
and putting our collective experiences and
perspectives together to help solve problems
that we encounter everyday.”
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“Thank you all for the time and thought
you have put into your responses. All feedback
“…there is a positive

vibe and

attitude, with plenty

of new ideas and interactions.”

has been very helpful, and I welcome more.
This is my first open request to the ON2net

community and I

am both surprised and

delighted at the level of the response, what
a great resource we have here, being the
collective knowledge of all contributors.
Thanks again.”
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I feel a lot more prepared
to tackle networking (and just plain social
events in general) now armed with these
great insights. This is what I love about being
“That is brilliant!

“The entire floor of IT Ops told me today that
they see a huge

change in how we all talk
to each other and collaborate.”

on the ON2net.”
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“One of my mates asked what all this ‘on-brand’
stuff was all about. I thought carefully about my
answer... and said, “well, we got all of the key
people from the (business) together and we
explored ways to make (it) an even better place
than it already is”. My mates all do different jobs,
but they all work for big organisations like we
do... and they all agreed that they would

love
to have the same on-brand opportunity

where they worked. It seems that we are in the
minority of organisations who are brave enough
to be so self-analytical. And this is exactly why
we will continue to be better than others!”
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TakeON! IS A PROGRAMME FOR IMPROVING
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE THAT GETS PEOPLE
WORKING TOGETHER ON WHAT MATTERS MOST.
LEARN MORE AT:
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Tackle common business issues by guiding your
managers and leaders through a conﬁgurable
TakeON! programme made up of your choice of
more than 50 themes. Then get those managers to
facilitate their own structured conversations with
their peers or teams.

